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Bachelor of Science (B.Sc.) Semester–II Examination

SUPPLEMENTARY ENGLISH

Paper—2

(Other Compulsory Language)

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 60

N.B. :— All questions are compulsory and carry equal marks.

1. (A) Answer the following question in about 150 words :

How did Chipko Movement develop in Himalaya ?

OR

How does Seattle establish the view that man's exploitation of nature will lead to the end of living
and the beginning of survival ? 6

(B) Answer the following question in about 150 words :

How did Farfrae carve a niche for himself as the best employee of Henchard ? 6

OR

Write in detail about Susan's death and a strange discovery by Henchard.

2. (A) Answer the following questions in about 75 words :

(i) How does Shashi Tharoor argue that there is no archetypal Indian ? 3

OR

How did Roopchandji help Amma's family especially after Abba's death ?

(ii) How does Ramesh Pahari summarize the work of Bhatt and DGSM ? 3

OR

What do you think of the white man's attitude to land ? Write your answer based on Seattle's
reply to the president.

(B) Answer any two of the following questions in about 75 words each :

(i) What made Henchard sell his wife and daughter ? 3

OR

Write a brief note on Elizabeth Jane.

(ii) How did Henchard (The Mayor) become bankrupt ? 3

OR

Why did Henchard lie to Newson ?

3. (A) Draft as advertisement in about 10-15 words :

Wanted Software Engineer for a new organisation. 6

OR

To Rent a Dance Studio.
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(B) Write a newspaper report on any one of the following :

8 Dead, 30 injured as Overbridge collapses. 6

OR

7 labourers dead, 3 injured in Landslide near Jammu.

4. Write an essay on any one of the following topics in about 300 words :

(i) The impact of Cinema in life

(ii) Participation of students in politics

(iii) Energy Crisis in the world

(iv) Women's Empowerment. 12

5. (A) Answer the following questions in a sentence or two each :

(i) What was the trick played by Chabban Mian ?

(ii) What is strange about buying and selling land, according to Seattle ?

(iii) What was the mother organization of the Chipko Movement ? 3

(B) Answer the following questions in a sentence or two each :

(i) What offer does Henchard make to Farfrae ?

(ii) What did Farfrae do at the public dinner in Casterbridge ?

(iii) Why was Joshua Jopp angry ? 3

(C) Make a precis of the following passage and give a suitable little :

Pedestrians top the list of fatal road casualities, accounting for 34 per cent of total deaths, a survey
shows. This is followed by passengers of motor vehicles and two-wheelers, who account for 24
per cent and 29 per cent of the deaths, respectively. The survey based on police records was
conducted by the Institute of Road Traffic, a voluntary organization of experts from diverse fields
promoting road safety. The report was prepared with the assistance of some top officials of the
Delhi Traffic Police. Stating that buses account for about 25 per cent of road fatalities, the study
said that with the induction of about 2500 private buses in Delhi,  the accident situation had
become quite serious. The analysis shows that Redline Transport Corporation buses (RTC) caused
25 per cent, thus showing the high accident risk posed by the redline buses. The transport
department needs to take drastic and stringent measures to stop the high accident risk. 3

(D) Give the verb forms of the words (any two) :

(1) (i) Choice

(ii) Decision

(iii) Invitation. 2

(2) Give adjective forms of the words (any one) :

(i) Intelligence

(ii) Danger. 1
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